Chapter Fourteen:

- Nelly visits Wuthering Heights
- Heathcliff appears well in contrast to Isabella
- Heathcliff informs Nelly he won’t let Catherine alone – even though Nelly warns him, “Another encounter between you and the master will kill her altogether!”
- Heathcliff brags that his love for Catherine is far greater than Edgar’s
- Heathcliff directs all his anger at Isabella – “She’s degenerated into a mere slut!” “She even disgraces the name of Linton.”

Chapter Fifteen:

- Nelly gives Catherine the letter from Heathcliff when everyone’s out of the house
- Heathcliff enters Thrushcross Grange, him and Catherine embrace passionately
- Catherine and Heathcliff argue – they make up
- Catherine faints just as Edgar returns
- Heathcliff waits in the garden till the morning

Chapter Sixteen:

- Cathy’s born
- Catherine dies
- Edgar deals with her death introvertly
- Heathcliff already knows she’s dead before Nelly tells him – deals with it extrovertly
- Both men seem lost without her

Chapter Seventeen:

- Isabella runs to Thrushcross Grange to escape Heathcliff – informs Nelly that she’s going to run away
- Isabella and Hindley lock Heathcliff out of Wuthering Heights
- Hindley tells her he is going to kill Heathcliff – Isabella warns Heathcliff
- Hindley and Heathcliff fight
- Hindley becomes ill
- Hareton hangs a litter of puppies